
 
De-risking the Resale of Cybersecurity Services 
 
The problem of cybersecurity increasingly demands a solution that is based on procuring 
cybersecurity managed and professional services. Software is then needed as a part of the service, 
on a SaaS basis, rather than on a single or multi-year licence.  
 
Existing cybersecurity resellers and MSPs sooner or later need to address these new customer 
requirements, by reselling services, since the costs of setting up their own 24/7 security operations 
centres (SOCs) are extremely prohibitive.  
 
At the same time the need for a reseller to invest in its own technical support resource is reduced 
or even removed in this new managed services paradigm, so the barrier to entry is lowered and 
many other types of reseller can see the opportunity to branch into cybersecurity for the first time.  
 
This is arguably very good for the end-customer, who can benefit from reduced costs and increased 
competition to supply services, but what new commercial risks are the resellers and MSPs taking 
on, in this new paradigm? How can they be managed and controlled? 
 
Contracts and Responsibility 
 
Leaders within resellers may well understand that purchase and sale contracts that are designed for 
products will not serve at all for services, and that to start reselling cybersecurity services without 
any contracts in place at all is just playing Russian roulette. 
However, when the pressure is on to sell, these points can be missed or insufficiently addressed.  
 
If the services are bought and resold, and the reseller or MSP takes responsibility for their delivery, 
then it is quite possible for that reseller to get into the legal firing line if an end-user later on thinks 
it has been damaged as a result of a failure in the service.  
 
Therefore it is vital that a reseller or MSP works only within a solid contractual framework that has 
been created by its supplier, that this framework is mutually protective, and that it contains clear 
definitions and structures that are easy to understand and to follow. 
 
Unlike hardware and software products which are tested exhaustively before release and which are 
configured and maintained by the end-customer or the service provider, cybersecurity services are 
provided by humans on a day-to-day basis and are offered according to a service description and a 
service level agreement (SLA). An essential security advantage in the managed service approach is 
that the human experts can understand and react to novel threats, applying external information 
and using tools, and can for example quite efficiently eliminate false-positive alerts generated by 
the system. But, at the same time, the end-customer is paying precisely to offload risk and 
responsibility to the third party.  
That is of course a very different business altogether from reselling products – it has a very 
different potential risk profile for the reseller, and also for the MSP which starts to resell third party 
cybersecurity services as part of its services package. 



 
 
 
Ways of Selling 
 
A reseller contract for cybersecurity services should clearly distinguish between two fundamentally 
different scenarios for resale of cybersecurity services – firstly, where the reseller resells the 
services directly to end-customers, in which case the reseller is responsible to provide the services 
to the end-customer according to its own contractual terms, which will probably need also to 
include some mandatory terms from the SOC itself; and secondly, where the reseller resells the 
services by making introductions for them, in which case the reseller is not itself responsible for 
providing the services to the end-customer, even though it may invoice the end-customer for the 
services and the money transactions occur in just the same way; and even though it may also need 
to ensure that the end-customer agrees to the SOC’s terms of supply as part of the deal. Clarity in 
the contractual implementation of these concepts is fundamental in managing risk and creating a 
services resale business that can grow quickly and become a valuable renewals-based asset. 
 
Distributor Added Value 
 
A cybersecurity services distributor can add important value for a reseller or MSP by selecting and 
maintaining relations with multiple SOCs, and then providing the best services with the best prices 
and the best contractual terms based on the distributor’s purchasing power. Such an approach also 
enables the reseller to use the cybersecurity services from one SOC, such as Incident Response or 
penetration testing, as a wrap-around to the services from another SOC, such as managed 
detection and response (MDR).  
 
As a part of this added value process, the distributor should funnel the different contractual terms 
of the different SOCs into a single, homogenised reseller contract that covers all sales requirements 
in a practical and legally optimised way. This approach will greatly benefit the reseller by simplifying 
the multi-sourcing of services, which is important to maintaining margins over the long term, 
protecting the end-customer relationships and reducing the other commercial risks of being 
effectively locked in to a single SOC provider. 
 
Achieving the unified cybersecurity services reseller agreement is an expensive task for the multi-
vendor distributor, but once in place it transforms the cybersecurity managed services business into 
an attractive and manageable commercial reality for resellers and MSPs of all sizes. By extracting 
generic terms and concepts into a master agreement and creating a “Licence to Resell” for each 
SOC’s individual terms and their particular conditions to be cascaded, there is one agreement for 
the reseller to sign and one simplified umbrella relationship with the distributor. Pull-out links to 
standard terms that are to be cascaded simplify the process even further. 
 
Data Protection 
 
The data protection aspects of reselling cybersecurity managed services are vital to get right, in 
order to manage commercial risks in this area. Understanding the precise contractual mechanism 



 
for supply of services, as described above, as well as the types of data being transferred, are 
prerequisites. That is, there will clearly be a very different data protection scenario when the 
reseller takes responsibility for the provision of the services, as opposed to when the reseller makes 
an introduction and leaves responsibility for provision of services to the SOC itself. So these two 
arrangements need to be very well defined and treated separately in a services reseller contract, in 
order to help manage the data protection risks of all parties. Once that is done, the implementation 
is straightforward and life is made simple for the reseller. But without this kind of clarity in the 
reseller contract, risks can develop. 
 
Simplification 
 
When the reseller contract and operational framework covers with true clarity all these and other 
risk areas, taking into account specifically the resale of multi-year cybersecurity service contracts, 
then the operational implementation of the services resale business is greatly simplified and is de-
risked. Launching into the cybersecurity services resale business without this type of structural 
foundation, or with an unreasonable contract, could certainly be a dangerous gamble. A 
cybersecurity services distributor should provide this type of important added value for its resellers, 
taking the brunt and the cost of negotiations with the SOCs that provide the services. 
 
Titan Cybersecurity Centre™ 
 
Titan Data Solutions created the Titan Cybersecurity Centre within its distributor operation in order 
to make the resale of cybersecurity managed and professional services an attractive reality for 
resellers and MSPs of all sizes, within a carefully managed risk framework for the protection of all 
participants. This has been a large investment, but the comprehensive contractual framework that 
is now in place for Titan Data Solutions’ resellers provides them with the clarity and protections 
that are required to establish confidence and to make the cybersecurity services business scale up 
in a completely new way.  
 
Based on this investment, large numbers of Titan Data Solutions’ resellers and MSPs can confidently 
bring the advanced cybersecurity benefits of SOC managed and professional services to medium-
sized and smaller end-customers on a large scale, as well as to larger enterprise customers.  
 
Titan Data Solutions distributes a complete family of cybersecurity service packages, including MDR 
and vulnerability management, from the leading vendors Alert Logic which has over 4,000 
customers globally, and CREST-certified DigitalXRAID - both of which have SOCs in the UK.  
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